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David J. Apol
Acting Director
Office of Government Ethics
Suite 500
1201 New York Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
Re:

Ivanka Trump's Use of Public Office for Private Gain in Violation of 5 C.F.R. §
2635.702

Dear Mr. Apo!:
Ivanka Trump appears to be using her public role as a White House Advisor to promote
the merchandise sold by her private business, the namesake fashion company from which she has
refused to divest and continues to profit: IT Collection LLC ("IT Collection"). 1 For the reasons
set forth below, Democracy Forward Foundation requests that the Office of Government Ethics
("OGE") take action to stop the ongoing use of public office to accrue private profit to Ms.
Trump's company and to Ms. Trump. These efforts should begin with an investigation into
whether Ms. Trump has violated federal ethics rules prohibiting federal employees from using
their public office for private gain, including whether Ms. Trump is coordinating directly with IT
Co llection or third party celebrity style publications that serve to connect consumers with
featured products.

Factual Allegations
Concurrently with her public position , Ms. Trump maintains a personal lifestyle brand
with an active social media presence. She currently has 6.3 million Facebook followers, 5.2
million Tw itter followers, and 4.2 million Instagram followers. Ms. Trump promotes her official
duties on these platforms. She describes herself on these accounts as an "adv isor to POTUS,"
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also regularly posts pictures and statements regarding her official duties on her various social
media pages.
Ms. Trump also frequently features her name-branded apparel on these social media
accounts, and does so in a way that cannot be separated from the performance of her official
duties. Specifically, Ms. Trump posts pictures of herself wearing clothing and accessories from
her own brand while doing work or making public appearances on behalf of the United States.
Indeed, a recent analysis by the Wall Street Journal found that in Ms. Trump’s social media posts
in which she features her work as a government employee, she is wearing her own clothing or
accessories more than two-thirds of the time.3 Moreover, these photos are then frequently used
by style publications that link consumers with retailers of Ms. Trump’s merchandise.
For example, on December 11, 2017, Ms. Trump wore an IT Collection dress at a White
House event commemorating NASA and posted pictures of herself from the event on her various
social media feeds.4 The celebrity style website Star Style immediately identified the outfit and
posted a link to purchase it.5 Shortly thereafter, the dress had sold out from Macy’s department
store online sales.6 Also in December 2017, Ms. Trump wore an IT Collection dress to a visit
with Norwalk Early College Academy in her official government capacity, and posted pictures of
the same on her various social media accounts.7 Star Style thereafter posted the picture of Ms.
Trump and a link to purchase the dress. The month before, Ms. Trump wore a distinctive pair of
IT Collection boots while appearing at a tax reform forum with Senator Susan Collins. Ms.
Trump posted these pictures on social media,8 and Star Style again featured an identification of
the outfit as an IT Collection product, with links to purchase the boots.9 These examples are
typical of Ms. Trump’s tenure as an official government employee.10
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Legal Violations
The bedrock principle of government ethics is that public service is a public trust,
requiring employees to place loyalty to the Constitution, the laws and ethical principles above
private gain.11 As an executive branch employee, Ms. Trump is prohibited from using her public
position for her own enrichment or to endorse any product or company. Specifically, OGE
regulations state:
An employee shall not use his public office for his own private
gain, for the endorsement of any product, service or enterprise, or
for the private gain of . . . persons with whom the employee is
affiliated in a nongovernmental capacity, including . . . persons
with whom the employee has or seeks . . . business relations.12
Although Ms. Trump has reportedly placed IT Collection into a trust run by close family
members, she has not divested from it. She and her family still reap the profits from her brand’s
association with an influential presidential advisor. The details regarding this trust are not
publicly available,13 but it is clear that Ms. Trump continues to receive substantial payments
from IT Collection, including a payment of an amount between $1 - 5 million for a period of
approximately three months in the Spring of 2017.14
Ms. Trump’s conduct, at the very least, appears to violate federal ethics regulations
in that Ms. Trump has created the appearance of a government endorsement of her own
brand, which, in turn, benefits the brand and further enriches Ms. Trump.
While this endorsement is subtler than endorsements of IT Collection merchandise
previously made by members of the Administration and the Trump presidential campaign, it is
no less effective.15 Fashion brands operate in a well-established ecosystem in which public
Schwartz, supra note 1. March 29, 2017 was the date that the White House announced that Ms. Trump would
become an official government employee, serving as an unpaid advisor to her father, President Donald J. Trump.
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figures showcase a brand’s products on social media and in public appearances. Celebrity style
publications then identify the merchandise and direct customers to where it can be purchased.
This process, which is widely understood and predictable, increases the value of the lifestyle
brand and the associated products. Here, it translates directly into increased exposure and sales
for Ms. Trump’s brand.
As an experienced business executive in the world of lifestyle branding and marketing,
Ms. Trump is almost certainly aware of the myriad ways in which her conduct feeds this
ecosystem, and the ways in which she profits from it. By incorporating her official duties into
her social media pages and personal self-promotion, Ms. Trump increases her public exposure.
As such, Ms. Trump’s actions violate the letter and spirit of this prohibition by frequently
featuring her name-branded company’s products in her social media posts showcasing her
official duties.
More troubling still, the pattern of facts surrounding Ms. Trump’s conduct gives
rise to a concern that she is violating federal ethics regulations by coordinating directly
with IT Collection or third party celebrity style publications that serve to connect
consumers with featured products.
Ms. Trump’s experience in the fashion industry suggests she is almost certainly aware of
the way in which her conduct benefits IT Collection financially. However, the pattern of activity
discussed above -- whereby Ms. Trump wears IT Collection products while performing official
duties, posts pictures of those products on official government channels, and then third party
publications use those images to connect consumers with featured products -- raises the prospect
that Ms. Trump, or agents acting on her behalf, is actively coordinating with IT Collection or
third party celebrity style publications to market and sell her products.
Such a finding, while not necessary to show Ms. Trump is in violation of federal ethics
laws, would amount to a particularly extreme and blatant violation of those laws.
Request for Relief and Further Investigation
Given Ms. Trump’s ongoing failure to ensure her duties as a federal employee are carried
out in the interest of public service, and not in the interest of her private profits, we respectfully
request that you: (i) recommend that Ms. Trump complete a full divestment from her company;
and (ii) investigate any potential coordination between Ms. Trump, or her agents, and her
company and/or celebrity style publications to coordinate the use of images she posts in her
official government capacity to sell IT Collection products.
2Fwww.nytimes.com%2F2017%2F02%2F08%2Fbusiness%2Fivanka-trump-nordstrom-tj-maxx.html (Feb. 8,
2017); In November 2016, after President Trump’s election, Ivanka Trump Fine Jewelry sent an email to journalists
promoting a bracelet that Ms. Trump wore in a 60 Minutes interview the day before. See Richard Perez-Pena and
Rachel Abrams, Kellyanne Conway Promotes Ivanka Trump Brand, Raising Ethics Concerns, N.Y. Times (Feb. 9,
2017), http://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/09/us/politics/kellyanne-conway-ivanka-trump-ethics.html; Although the
occurrence preceded her federal employment, following her appearance at the Republican National Convention, Ms.
Trump herself tweeted, “Shop Ivanka's look from her #RNC speech” and included a link to purchase the dress she
wore at the Convention. Ivanka Trump (@IvankaTrump), Twitter,
https://twitter.com/ivankatrump/status/756492146484580352?lang=en (July 22, 2016).
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i. Recommendation that Ms. Trump Fully Divest from Her Company
As the director of OGE, you have authority to review potential ethical violations and
notify the employee’s agency, which in this case is the White House. As has been true in the
past for this Administration’s endorsement of Ms. Trump’s company’s products,16 there is a
challenge in that the President, who is the disciplinary authority for White House employees, has
an inherent conflict of interest since the apparent violations benefit his daughter and her private
business activities, and, potentially, his business interests, as well.
For this reason, we request that you use the authority Congress granted to you under the
Ethics in Government Act of 1978, as amended, to “recommend to the head of the officer’s or
employee’s agency appropriate disciplinary action (such as reprimand, suspension, demotion, or
dismissal) be brought against the officer or employee.”17
As your predecessor noted with regard to this issue, “[Ms.Trump is] one of the rare
government appointees in the White House who has not divested her financial interests and that
puts a higher burden on her to be conscious of what she’s doing at all times.”18 Ms. Trump has
not met that burden, and therefore, we request that, as the director of OGE, you recommend Ms.
Trump be ordered to fully divest herself from this corporate interest.
If Ms. Trump’s position is that full divestment is not possible, it may be that Ms. Trump,
while a federal employee subject to 5 C.F.R. § 2635.702, cannot allow her namesake company to
operate at all, and must insist on its dormancy for the duration of her public service tenure.19
ii. Request For Investigation Into Marketing Coordination Between Ms. Trump and IT
Collection and/or Celebrity Style Publications
As noted above, a finding that Ms. Trump is coordinating--either with IT Collection or
with a third party style publication for the purpose of connecting consumers with her
merchandise--is not necessary to conclude that Ms. Trump is in violation of federal ethics laws.
Such coordination would, however, amount to a particularly egregious violation of federal ethics
laws, and an inquiry into Ms. Trump’s conduct is therefore necessary to ensure that Ms. Trump’s
public service in advising the President is done in service of the public interest, and not private
profits.
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We look forward to learning more about the outcome of your inquiry. Should you have
any questions, or wish to discuss this matter further, please do not hesitate to contact Robin
Thurston at rthurston@democracyforward.org (202) 701-1775.
Sincerely,
/s/ Anne Harkavy
Anne Harkavy
Executive Director
Robin Thurston
Senior Counsel
Democracy Forward Foundation
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